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Abstract

The voice quality of speech sounds often conveys perceivable
information about the speaker’s affect. This study proposes
perceptually important voice quality features to recognize af-
fect represented in speech excerpts from individuals with men-
tal, neurological, and/or physical disabilities. The voice quality
feature set consists of F0, harmonic amplitude differences be-
tween the first, second, fourth harmonics and the harmonic near
2 kHz, the center frequency and amplitudes of the first 3 for-
mants, and cepstral peak prominence. The feature distribution
of each utterance was represented with a supervector, and the
Gaussian mixture model and support vector machine classifiers
were used for affect classification. Similar classification sys-
tems using the MFCCs and ComParE16 feature set were imple-
mented. The systems were fused by taking the confidence mean
of the classifiers. Applying the fused system to the Interspeech
2018 Atypical Affect subchallenge task resulted in unweighted
average recalls of 43.9% and 41.0% on the development and test
dataset, respectively. Additionally, we investigated clusters ob-
tained by unsupervised learning to address gender-related dif-
ferences.
Index Terms: emotion recognition, human-computer interac-
tion, computational paralinguistics

1. Introduction
Speech emotion recognition (SER) is a fast growing research
area having a broad range of potential applications. For exam-
ple, SER can be used for developing applications which can
detect and react to a user’s emotion. Such an application might
be an effective tool to support individuals with disabilities or
with mental disorders by automatically diagnosing or monitor-
ing their mental states. In addition, if a system can automati-
cally assess how speakers’ affect are perceived by others, it can,
through feedback, help patients interact with other people effec-
tively. This study aims to automatically classify perceived affect
represented in speech samples from individuals with disabili-
ties, as a participation in the Interspeech 2018 Atypical Affect
subchallenge [1]. The dataset used in this challenge consists
of spontaneous speech samples from 15 speakers with mental,
neurological, and/or physical disorders. The affect labels for
the samples were made by human listeners through a gamified
crowdsourcing platform [2].

The performance of SER systems depends highly on which
acoustic features are used [3, 4]. In this study, we propose to use
a set of features which was inspired by a psychoacoustic model
comprised of acoustic features that account for perceived voice
quality [5]. Voice quality has been frequently associated with
affect [6, 7], and a strong relationship between voice quality and
perceived affect was found through experimental studies with
human listeners [8]. Yet, it has been difficult to automatically
and reliably extract acoustic features related to voice quality.
One approach is based on the assumption that voice quality can

be better measured by estimating the glottal source signal, and
often involves inverse-filtering. However, the reliability of au-
tomatic source estimation is limited [9]. Other techniques have
been developed to estimate the parameters that represent voice
quality directly from the signal (e.g. jitter and shimmer [10]).
Still, the relationship between such parameters and perceptual
responses is unclear [11]. The proposed feature set in this study,
on the other hand, is based on a perceptually valid model. Thus,
we expect the feature set to be correlated with perceived affect,
and hence may improve automatic classification of perceived
affect.

The supervector framework [12] is utilized in this study to
model the distribution of acoustic features within an utterance.
In this framework, each utterance is represented with a single
vector that is constructed by concatenating the mean vectors of
a Gaussian mixture model representing the feature distribution
within an utterance. The mixture model is often adapted from
the universal background model (UBM), which is a statistical
model for speech sounds, usually trained with a large amount
of recordings from a large number of speakers. A technique
derived from this approach, the i-vector, effectively represents
an utterance in a low-dimensional subspace [13]. The i-vector
framework is most effective when a large database including a
wide range of affect and speaker variability is available. Consid-
ering that the available amount of data was limited to train both
the UBM and the i-vector subspaces, we decided to directly use
supervectors for this task.

Compensating for the effect of a particular disorder on
speech signals was not explicitly attempted in this study be-
cause the available metadata did not include information to per-
form such analysis. Instead, we focused on predicting perceived
affect regardless of the kind of disorder.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The feature
sets and the utterance representation method used in this study
are presented in Section 2 and in Section 3, respectively. The
classification and fusion techniques to build the complete sys-
tem are described in Section 4, and system performance is eval-
uated in Section 5. The paper concludes in Section 6.

2. Acoustic Features
2.1. VQual: Voice Quality Features

The feature set proposed in this study is inspired by a psychoa-
coustic model of voice quality [5, 14]. The model describes
voice quality with acoustic parameters including the fundamen-
tal frequency (F0), harmonic-to-noise ratio, and differences in
harmonic amplitudes. Extensive studies (e.g., [15, 16, 17]) have
shown that listeners are perceptually sensitive to all these pa-
rameters, and that, as a set, the parameters are sufficient to
quantify source contributions to voice quality. Thus, the model
can be considered perceptually valid. These acoustic param-
eters can be estimated directly from the speech signal without
inverse filtering, and an automatic estimation algorithm is avail-
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able from the VoiceSauce toolkit [18].
These voice quality parameters were utilized to represent

speaker identity, and improved automatic speaker verification
system performance [19, 20, 21]. The feature set used in this
study, denoted as VQual, included F0, F1, F2, F3, harmonic
amplitude differences H1-H2, H2-H4, H4-H2k, formant ampli-
tudes A1, A2, A3, and cepstral peak prominence (CPP, [22]).
Here, H1, H2, H4, and H2k indicate the amplitudes of first, sec-
ond, fourth harmonics, and the harmonic nearest to 2 kHz. The
first and second derivatives of these features were also used.

2.2. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) represent the
overall spectral envelope of the speech signal. They are closely
related to the phonetic information in speech at the frame level,
but physiological changes related to affect might shape the vo-
cal tract in a certain way that can be reflected in the spec-
tral envelope. Thus, the MFCC distribution over an utterance
might have information of the emotional state of the speaker.
MFCCs of dimension 20, including the zeroth coefficient, were
extracted using a 25 msec window and a 10 msec frame shift.
The first and second derivatives were also computed.

2.3. ComParE16 Feature Set

The computational paralinguistics challenge provided a base-
line feature set [23, 24] that can be extracted using the OpenS-
MILE toolkit [25]. The set consists of F0, energy, spectral,
cepstral coefficients and voicing-related frame-level features
which are referred to as low-level descriptors. They also in-
clude the zero-crossing rate, jitter, shimmer, harmonic-to-noise
ratio, spectral harmonicity and psychoacoustic spectral sharp-
ness. The complete feature set had a dimension of 65.

3. Utterance Representation
3.1. Supervector Construction

A universal background model (UBM) was constructed using
the ‘neutral’ class of the AtypicalAffect dataset, and the data
provided for the SelfAssessedAffect subchallenge. The two
datasets were in the German language and contained sponta-
neous speech. After the UBM was trained, the feature distri-
bution of each utterance was modeled with a Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) adapted from the UBM using the maximum a
posteriori criterion [12]. The supervector, which is the concate-
nated mean vectors of the GMM, was used to represent each
utterance.

3.2. Utterance Clustering based on F0

F0 distributions for the training and development datasets were
bimodal, as shown in the first column of Figure 1. The bimodal
distribution suggests the possible effect of gender differences
(females having, on average, a higher F0 than males). It was
also observed that the F0 distribution for the training and devel-
opment datasets were not similar. For example, there were two
peaks in the F0 distribution of the ‘happy’ class in the train-
ing dataset, while the F0 distribution of the the same class in
the development dataset did not show a clear second peak. The
mismatch in the F0 distribution between the datasets suggests
that the gender distribution in the datasets might differ signif-
icantly. Considering that affect representation can be different
across gender [26], gender distribution mismatch could degrade
classification performance. For example, if the majority of the

Figure 1: Example feature distributions without and with unsu-
pervised clustering. The distribution for the training dataset
(solid line) and the development dataset (dashed line) are
shown separately. The distributions within clustered subsets
match better between the training and development datasets
compared to the non-clustered distributions.

training data were from males while the development data had
more females than males, the statistical model built on the fea-
tures extracted from the training data might not be able to accu-
rately predict the affect for the development data.

One possible approach to alleviate the mismatch problem is
gender-dependent modeling, However, gender labels were not
available, hence, we used F0 to group the utterances into two
clusters. A Gaussian mixture model with two mixtures was used
for clustering, based on the median value of F0 within each ut-
terance. The resulting cluster size differed significantly across
datasets. For example, in the training dataset, the number of ut-
terances for the ‘happy’ class was 165 and 578 in low-F0 clus-
ter and high-F0 cluster, respectively, while in the development
dataset, the corresponding numbers were 632 and 333.

Example feature distributions (F0 and H4-H2k) without and
with the clustering are shown in Figure 1. Note that cluster-
ing was performed at the utterance level, while the feature dis-
tribution is computed at the frame level. Because utterances
can have low-F0 frames while the utterance F0 median value is
high, frame-level F0 distribution might not show a clear sepa-
ration between clusters. Clustering resulted in a more matched
distribution between the training and development datasets, es-
pecially for ‘happy’ and ‘angry’ F0 distributions, and for the
H4-H2k distribution in the ‘happy’ class.

However, this clustering inevitably results in a reduced
amount of data for training within each cluster, which might
introduce limitations to classification performance.

4. Affect Classification
4.1. Classifiers

4.1.1. The Gaussian Mixture Model Classifier

Because the number of utterances in each affect class is limited,
training the Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) directly from
the samples within each class is prone to overfitting. In order to
mitigate the overfitting problem, a GMM was trained using the
‘neutral’ class, not only because it is the class with the highest
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number of samples, but also because emotional speech could
be regarded as a variation of neutral speech. The models for
the remaining three classes (‘sad’, ‘angry’, and ‘happy’) were
adapted from the ‘neutral’ model. The classification decision
was made based on the log-likelihood that a test supervector
was drawn from each class.

4.1.2. The Support Vector Machine Classifier

A support vector machine (SVM) using a linear kernel imple-
mented in the Weka toolkit [27] was used. The supervector con-
figuration that performed the best for each feature set was used
for the SVM classification. The complexity parameter C was
chosen between the values 10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4, 10−5 and
10−6, so that it maximizes the system performance on the de-
velopment dataset for each feature set. Data upsampling was
carried out for the under-represented classes to address the data
imbalance problem.

4.2. System Fusion

The best performing configuration for each feature set/classifier
combination on the development dataset was selected as the rep-
resentative system for that combination. The system fusion was
performed on the n-best performing representative systems.

In order to fuse the results from the GMM and SVM classi-
fiers, the log-likelihood output from the GMM classifier was
converted into the confidence score so that it was consistent
with the baseline SVM classifier results. The SVM classifier’s
confidence score was the probability that the test utterance be-
longed to a class, and it was calculated so that scores for the
classes added up to one. On the other hand, the GMM likeli-
hood was calculated for each class independently, hence, there
was no guarantee that the likelihoods for the classes added up to
one. Thus, the confidence for the i-th class, ci, was calculated
as follows:

ci =
exp (li − µ)∑M
i=1 exp (li − µ)

(1)

where li is the log-likelihood for the i-th class, M is the num-
ber of classes, and µ = 1/M

∑M
i=1 li is the mean of the log-

likelihoods across the classes. The confidence scores from the
classifiers were averaged and used for the combined class deci-
sion.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Individual Supervector-Based System Performance

The performances of individual systems in terms of unweighted
average recall (UAR) are summarized in Table 1. VQual per-
formed better than both MFCCs and the baseline ComParE16
feature set in all conditions.

Contrary to expectation, the clustering did not provide a
performance gain. For the MFCC feature set, the performance
degraded from 41.37% UAR to 36.78%. The degradation might
be due to overfitting because of insufficient amount of data to
train within each cluster. Because MFCCs had 60-dim features
while VQual had 33-dim features, the shortage of data points
might have affected the MFCC-based system more critically.

It is interesting to note that the ComParE16 feature set per-
formance was improved to 40.7% UAR by using the supervec-
tor, compared to the OpenSMILE baseline system with a UAR
of 37.8%; recall that the baseline system uses a statistics vec-
tor for utterance representation. Because both systems used the

Table 1: Individual system performance in terms of unweighted
average recall (UAR, [%]). The performance was measured on
the development dataset. The system configurations chosen for
system fusion are denoted with asterisks (*), and the ranking
among them is shown in the last column. The SVM parameter
C = 10−6, 10−5, and 10−3 was used for the VQual, MFCCs
and ComParE16 features, respectively.

feature set clustering classifier UAR ranking

VQual Yes GMM 39.40 -
VQual No GMM *41.37 2
VQual No SVM *41.92 1
MFCC Yes GMM 36.78 -
MFCC No GMM *41.21 3
MFCC No SVM *40.95 4

ComParE16 Yes GMM 36.19 -
ComParE16 No GMM *40.21 6
ComParE16 No SVM *40.71 5

Table 2: Fused system performance on the development dataset,
in terms of unweighted average recall (UAR, [%]). The best
performing combination is boldfaced.

+ baseline

2-best 41.71 42.24
3-best 42.60 43.92
4-best 43.89 43.78
5-best 44.42 42.96
6-best 42.69 41.04

same acoustic feature set, these results can be used to compare
the effect of different methods in modeling the utterances.

5.2. Fused System Performance

The configurations selected for each feature set/classifier com-
bination are denoted with asterisks (*), and their performance
ranking is shown in Table 1. The n-best system fusion perfor-
mance is shown in the first column of Table 2. The two best sys-
tems were both VQual-based systems, one with an SVM and the
other with a GMM classifier. The fact that both systems used the
same acoustic information might be the reason why fusion did
not improve performance. Adding the third and the forth best
system, which were based on MFCCs, the UAR improved by
2.18%, providing complementary information to VQual-based
systems. The 5-best system combination, by adding the Com-
ParE16/SVM system, performed the best (UAR=44.42%).

The OpenSMILE baseline system, with a UAR of 37.8%,
used different utterance representation from the supervector
framework. Even though the performance was lower than the
systems introduced in this study, the baseline system might be
complementary. Thus, the fusion of the baseline system in ad-
dition to the n-best systems was investigated. The performance
with the baseline system is shown in the second column of Ta-
ble 2. Fusing the baseline system with the 2 and 3 best systems
improved the performance, suggesting a complementary effect.
However, fusing it with the 4, 5 and 6 best systems degraded the
system performance.

5.3. System Performance Evaluation on the Test Dataset

The complete system block diagram is shown in Figure 2 and
its performance on the development and test dataset is reported
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Figure 2: The complete system block diagram.

in Table 3. As the number of evaluation trials reached the limit,
the best performing system on the development dataset could
not be evaluated on the test dataset. However, the evaluation
result on the test dataset is available for the second best system,
which was the fusion of OpenSMILE baseline and the 3 best
systems.

Table 3: System performance in terms of unweighted average
recall (UAR, [%]) on the development and test datasets.

UAR devel UAR test

OpenSMILE baseline 37.8 43.1
OpenSMILE + 3-best 43.9 41.0

The proposed system significantly outperformed OpenS-
MILE baseline system on the development dataset: the sys-
tem performance improved from 37.8% to 43.9%. On the test
dataset, the proposed system did not show similar trends: its
UAR was 41.0%, while the baseline was at 43.1%.

Confusion matrices of the proposed system for the devel-
opment and test datasets are shown in Figure 3. For the de-
velopment dataset, the recall improvement was evident for the
‘angry’ and ‘sad’ classes compared to the OpenSMILE base-
line. The ‘angry’ and ‘sad’ recalls improved from 30.00% to
46.00%, and from 43.16% to 61.40%, respectively. The pre-
cisions for those classes showed small difference between the
baseline and the proposed systems compared to the recall im-
provements: the ‘angry’ class precision slightly increased from
4.35% to 4.91%, whereas the ‘sad’ class precision decreased
from 17.77% to 16.81%.

The performance pattern, unfortunately, was not consistent
in the test dataset. For the test dataset, the ‘angry’ recall and
precision increased to 77.94% and 21.74%, respectively. How-
ever, the ‘sad’ recall and precision decreased to 16.34% and
5.13%, respectively. Because those two had the least amount of
data in the training dataset, overfitting might have yielded these
results. For example, there were only 125 ‘angry’ voices and
187 ‘sad’ voices while there were 2,287 ‘neutral’ voices in the
training dataset. Thus, it is likely that the two classes did not
have sufficient data to construct reliable models.

For both datasets, the ‘happy’ class was the least recalled
class. One possible explanation for this confusion is the mis-
match across the training and development datasets as observed
in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices for the results from (a) the devel-
opment dataset and (b) the test dataset.

6. Conclusion
A perceptually valid voice quality feature set (VQual) was ap-
plied to affect classification on the recordings collected from
individuals with mental, neurological, and/or physical disor-
ders. Compared to the baseline ComParE16 feature set, VQual
showed better affect classification performance in all experi-
mental configurations. The VQual feature set also performed
equivalently well, or better in some configurations, compared
to MFCCs. It is noteworthy that the proposed VQual feature set
had lower dimension than the MFCCs and the baseline Com-
ParE16 feature set, but it could outperform those feature sets.

The supervector approach used in this study showed its ef-
fectiveness in representing the utterances. The utterance-level
distribution of VQual features and MFCCs was effectively mod-
eled with this approach, resulting in the system outperforming
the OpenSMILE baseline system on the development dataset.
Additionally, using a supervector derived from ComParE16 fea-
ture set resulted in a better performance than the baseline sys-
tem which used the statistics vector for the same feature set.
These results suggest that in the cases when the amount of data
is insufficient to apply the i-vector framework, the supervector
approach can be a viable alternative to represent the local fea-
ture distribution within an utterance.

The confidence score that an utterance was drawn from a
class was used for system fusion. When the systems using dif-
ferent features were fused, the performance improved, suggest-
ing complementary effect between feature sets. The system fu-
sion configuration was finalized based on the single system per-
formance, and the complete system performance was analyzed
based on confusion matrices. The performance gain was ob-
tained by improving the recall for ‘sad’ and ‘angry’ classes.
However, the proposed system was less effective on the test
dataset, suggesting overfitting due to insufficient amounts of
data especially in the ‘sad’ and ‘angry’ classes.

Analysis of the system performance suggests that further
improvements could be made by better modeling the classes
with limited training data. Addressing acoustic mismatch across
datasets would be another important direction for future studies.
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